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Abstract- Problem solving is a special kind of skill to
learn. It is unlike many other learning outcomes. There
are many different kinds of problems that exist, with
design problems being kind of problems with their own
characteristics. Design problems are characterized by the
fact that they are often complex, ill-defined and with no
singular process model. Solving design problems requires
system, procedural and strategic knowledge that need to
develop for contextual thinking and decision-making.
This paper formulates a learning approach that assists
engineers to develop competencies to solve design
problems particularly related to the engineering
discipline.

II. ENGINEERING DESIGN PROCESS
The engineering design process is a series of steps
that engineering teams use to guide them as they solve
problems (design loop in Figure 1).

Keywords: Engineering Design, Design Quality Problem
Solving, Design Problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The industrial society develops and generates the new
complex and scaled service types, which meets to the
industrial recent requirements. Nowadays, to build and
start the new factory, in spate of good knowledge of work
process, it is need to take a consideration technical
discoveries and scientific advantages. Engineering was
created as new direction in the consulting service area as
a result the necessity of integrated approach during
preparation and promotion of construction engineering
projects. Every organization is anxious for improve its
activity. Quality Management System is ensure a necessities
structure for control and improving quality indicators.
The ISO 9001 is the most famous standard in the
world for Quality Management System arrangement,
which used in most organization in the world. Key task of
the modern design engineering to create qualitative,
competitive, and merchantable outputs, the competitive
and merchantable outputs are provided by:
- The modern design engineering computer technology
(CAD, Computer-Aided Design)
- Availability and agile development of professionals’
intellectual capability
The problem of increasing outputs quality is topical
problem. Quality improvement process combines the
activities of many multi-disciplines and is required not
only for profit, and most importantly for the community
as a whole and its interests.

Figure 1. Design loop [1, 2]

A. Identify the Project Need
Identify the problem, the project requirements, the
project battery limits.
B. Research the Problem
Gather information and conduct research, examine the
current state of the issue as well as the solutions that are
presently available. Engineers and designers must be
equipped with a diverse range of information in order to
produce the best possible solutions. They need to
determine if there are products on the market that already
solve the problem, and if there are, they must list the
advantages and disadvantages of the products.
Establishing design requirements is one of the most
important elements in the design process. The design
requirements control the design of the project throughout
the engineering design process.
C. Brainstorm Design Solutions
After conducting research, the engineer as designer
must brainstorm potential solutions and make a list of the
advantages and disadvantages for each solution.
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The engineer then has to think about what could be
changed in order to improve each solution.
D. Select the Best Solution
After the brainstorming phase, the engineering group
decides which solution it likes best, and meet to the
project requirements.
E. Revise the Best Solution
After choosing the best solution the engineer
evaluates it to determine if it works and if it meets the
original design constraints.
F. Present the Design
The finalized documents package explains how the
product solves the project need that was initially defined
[1, 2].
III. DESIGN QUALITY
Design quality is the compliance of final result to the
client requirements and working standards, at given
constraints on resources and time. The main feature of the
engineering design company is not only the standard
project processes structure, and the standard constraints
(time, cost, personnel). Key feature of the all-complex
projects is its no contractual quality.
It is impossible to describe in corpora requirements to
designed system during prior to contract stage.
Mentioned factor is define another key feature of any
design project, a large number of risks and a high degree
of uncertainty. In addition the design business have the
following features:
- Intellectual nature the most of projects
- Strong relationship of project design success from client
actions
- Higher risk of completion time and budget, break or
stopping project
- High quality requirements
- High degree of the client individualization and the
importance organization close to client work
- High probability of new design works, which have not
been prepared previously, which methodology and
technology is prepared on the fly
- High requirements to the manager and executor
professional skill, their high labor cost
The quality project design documentation is presented
by two (2) factors:
1. The quality of project design solution is define
compliance to client project requirement and working
standards. Quality criterion of the project design solution
are presented by reliability, safety, efficiency, etc.
2. The quality of project documentation is define
compliance to Company Quality Management System
and working standards. Quality criterions of the project
documentation are presented by defect correction
frequency, rate activity, easily to use, correctness, etc. [4].
The time, cost and quality is the most important value
of any design project. They are very closely related to
each other. This relationship is called “The Iron Triangle”
(Figure 2) [5].

Figure 2. The iron triangle [5]

Simplistically, a change in any one of these
constraints has a necessary effect on either one or both of
the other two. If the three constraints are out of balance
with each other at the beginning of the project, then one
or more of them must change or the resulting quality of
the project is destroyed by artificially meeting the
constraints by cutting corners.
IV. QUALITY PROBLEMS OF ENGINEERING
DESIGN
A. Uncertainty
Each design project is contains to a greater or lesser
degree of uncertainty. These factors produce inaccurate
planning time, cost, and quality. Inaccurate of planning
time, cost and quality is appeared because:
- Scope of work is not defined correctly by involved
personnel, because they dedicate the design time.
- The final result is not correctly imagined. If final project
imagine is fuzzy expressed, then difficulty define of work
time schedule and costs. In the result design mistakes is
appeared and design period is increased.
B. Planning
Planning period is the most important factor that
influence to the project design quality. Project tasks,
budget and time-schedule are defined at this stage. Very
often planning is realized as work schedule preparing, but
not taking into consideration resource management,
budgeting, and risk analysis and quality management.
Actually planning period should contains the following
steps:
1. Project objectives definition and its describing
2. Engineering design stages definition
3. Tasks definition for dedicated design stage, Indicate its
sequence, relationship and time performance
4. Coordinate project resources. Planning error is very
often appeared due to involving scarce resources in to the
several projects at the same time
5. Risk analysis is produced new tasks and additional
resources involving into the project
6. The budget is defined by labor cost. The one of the
typical errors is not considering predictable project cost
in to the budget [3, 6].
C. Risk Analysis
Project risk is the fixed possibility of losses origin.
First of all losses are influence to a quality.
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For the dedicated project, the project losses can be
expressed via:
- Insufficient quality of final product
- Increasing of project costs
- Increasing of project period
- Failure in the project objectives
Risk management is the process associated to
identification, risk analysis, and decision-making, which
include maximizing the positive and minimizing the
negative effects of risk events [6]. The project risk
analysis management is include performance of general
procedure indicated in Figure 3.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Society continues to seek innovation and in striving to
progress, the engineering and product design field will
continue to grow. The problems of engineering design
that are outlined above provide the tools and guidance
engineers use in the complex field of product design.
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Figure 3. Management of risk analysis [6]

All indicated on Figure 3 procedures are interact to
each other and with other procedures of QMS. They have
different influence to the project quality implementation.
Practice indicates that the identification of potential risks
has the strongest impact on the project quality.
Non-recognized risk is lead to losses of project quality [6].
V. SOLUTIONS
For improvement of project design quality the
following should be taken into consideration:
- Define Client project requirements and expectation of
final project.
- Preparing the Quality plan, which is dedicate project
risks and project priorities based on it.
- Divide project stage on the main tasks and sub-tasks.
This makes planning more accurate and easy.
- Centralize distribution Company resources for projects.
- Interdisciplinary checking, the goal of this action is
probable lacks/errors identification, because significant
errors can be found at this stage. Errors correction at the
project stage is low cost, than error that is not identified
end until object commissioning.
- Reserve not less 30% from overall project labor time for
project design monitoring and control.
- All changes during the project design should be traced
and reflected in the project documentation. Also
alterations in working standards should be traced [4, 6].
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